SPECTS Vehicles Have More Safety Features = Safer Roads

**General Access Non SPECTS vehicle***

- Euro 3 engine
- Exhaust compression
- Disc brakes
- Drum brakes
- Higher centre of gravity
- Globe lights

**SPECTS vehicle**

- Self adjusting reversing alarm
- Light-emitting diode (LED) tail lights
- High speed avoidance manoeuvring
- High speed stability amplification
- Yaw dampening
- Enhanced vehicle visibility markings
- Mass assurance systems
- Lower centre of gravity
- Satellite tracking
- Cameras and blind spot mirrors to improve detection of other road users and pedestrians
- Load proportioning brake system
- Disc brakes
- Transmission retarder
- Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
- Electronic Stability Control
- Maintenance assessed and approved through the National Heavy Vehicle Accreditation Scheme (NHVAS)
- High Intensity Discharge (HID)
- Reversing lamp
- Mass assurance systems

* Typical features for a 2003 built 3-axle rigid truck and 3-axle dog trailer, built to Australian Design Standards with a Euro 3 engine.

** SPECTS requirements and typical features for a 2011 built 3-axle rigid truck and 4-axle dog trailer, built to Australian Design Standards with a Euro 5 engine.